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Preface

Firstly, thank you for purchasing the braaap Moto3.
 
This is an introduction to the basic structure, adjustment methods and maintenance of the moto3. This manual is designed 
to help you get to know your motorcycle and teach you how to maintain it to its optimum performance. 

This type of motorcycle has reached the standard of GB 14621-2011<Limitation of exhaust emission for motorcycle & trail 
bike and their measurement method (Double idle state me1hod)>, GB 14622-2007< Limitation of exhaust emission for 
motorcycle(Method under operating mode), The 3n1 phase of China)> and GB 20998-2007< Limitation of fuel evaporative 
pollutants for motorcycle & trail bike and their measurement method>, all the standards above has been reached when the 
products left factory.

We may make structural improvements to the motorcycle in the future. The pictures and contents of this service manual may 
be slightly different to current products. Products herein are subject to change without notice at any time.

Warning-Caution:

Please carefully read this manual and keep all of the essentials in mind. The words “Warning”, “Caution” are an emphasis 
on important subjects that may need extra attention for your own safety. 
Warning: This word is involves driving safety, please read these sections carefully. 
Caution: This word is for matters that need attention related to operation and maintenance of the motorcycle.
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User agreement

There is a wide range of spare parts available in the after-sales market. We are unable to test and approve all of these parts. 
Unsafe spares may cause damage to the bike and may cause harm to the rider/riders. If you wish to source spares or cus-
tom parts outside of braaap’s range then please contact your local braaap service agent to ensure the safety of the rider/
riders and the performance and longevity of the motorcycle.

If installing spare parts you can follow these steps as a rough guide. If you are still unsure please contact your local braaap 
service agent.

1. Any accessories should be as close to the bikes body and center of gravity as possible.
2. Check ground clearance and angle of installation accessories, unsuitable installation may decrease safety degree, hin-

dering mechanical systems such as shock absorber, steering and controlling parts are not allowed.
3. Accessories’ installation on handle bar or front fork may lead to serious imbalance. Extra weight on front end may de-

crease sensitivity of turning, shock on front wheel and instability during driving. Minimum the weight of accessories to 
be installed on handle bar and front fork.

4. Windshield, backrest, saddle bag, suitcase are head-wind parts and may cause instability during driving, especially in 
crosswind or go across with oversize vehicle. If there is bad installation or poor designed accessories, driving safety may 
endangered. So, special attention should be paid on selection and installation of accessories.

5. Some accessories may cause deviation for driver’s seating position, which not only a limit to his activity scope but also 
to his operational capability.

6. Extra electrical accessories may cause overloading, of which serious one may damage wires, or lead to power-<>ff and 
endanger safety. 
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Riding Safety

Safe riding
Before starting the engine, please carefully read the “pre riding inspection” and check the motorcycle to ensure the safety 
of the riders. The motorbike rider must have there current motorcycle license. Riding without a license is strictly prohibited. 
Please wear hi-visibility clothing, keep a safe distance between yourself and other motor vehicles, and use your indicators, 
horn and other signaling devices correctly. 
Please adhere to the correct speed when riding. Speeding may cause traffic accidents and or harm to others and yourself. 
When riding a motorcycle, please put both hands on the handlebars and both feet on the pedals. The passenger should hug 
the driver with both hands and put both feet on the back pedals. 

Protective Article 
Please select and wear a new helmet that adheres to Australia’s standards. Before riding please unsure that you have a safe 
helmet, leather boots and appropriate clothing. Please unsure that any passengers that you ride with have similar protective 
gear. 

Cargo Loading 
Please adjust the rear tire pressure and shock absorber according to the loaded weight and road conditions. This will ensure 
that all cargo and/or people are solidly fixed and balanced. 
Please do not tie any large and heavy items to the handlebars, front forks or front mudguard. As it may make the motorcycle 
hard to steer.
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Accessories 

All braaap accessories have been tested and deemed safe to use. 
Please make sure to double check with your local service center if you are purchasing other accessories as they may not 
be safe. 
If installing new accessories do not let them interfere with the drivers sight, ground clearance or steering.
Please do not add any extra electrical accessories. The may cause an electrical overload that could damage the bike and 
its electrics.

Warning
1. Altering the circuitry or installing anti theft devices is forbidden. 
2. Copper wire or fuses with a different capacity are not to be used if a fuse blows.
3. When the motorcycle has been switched off please unsure that you turn the fuel line off as well.  
4. Max loading capacity of luggage is 5kg.
5. Certification should be moisture proof.
Our company is not responsible for the motorcycle damages caused from the above actions. 

Checking before driving
Before driving,  Check as following details:
Items to check  Content of checking
Steering stem      Flexible turning, no clearance and loosening
Brake   The brake light should be shining when the brakes are applied
Fuel levels   Make sure that you have enough fuel for the journey ahead.
Gear box  Check that the oil level is at the correct level, ad more when necessary
Throttle   Throttle lever and cable should have suitable clearance of smooth refueling and sensitive turning-off.
Clutch   Suitable clearance and no binding
Tire       Correct air pressure, no crack and wound
Transmission chain Suitable tightness with appropriate lubrication
lights and horn        Check the performance of lights and horn
Oil   Check oil gauge and confirm correct oil level
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Riding Essentials
 

Warning 
1. We suggest that you find a nonpublic road to practice on in your initial stages of riding this motorcycle until you have 

the necessary skills to control and operation the motorbike.
2. Driving with one hand on the handlebars is very dangerous. make sure both of your hands and feet are in the correct 

riding position at all times.
3. Do not brake through a corner. Reduce to appropriate speed before taking the corner.
4. When the roads are wet or icy please allow for extra time to slow down before the corner. 
5. Proceed with extra caution when exiting a tunnel, in a valley, passing a truck or when it is generally windy.
6. Always comply with traffic laws and speed limits.
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Main parameters

Model    Data   MODEL     Data
Length    2030mm  Braking deceleration   Follow GB20073
Width    720mm   Maximum gradeability   >25”
Height    1120mm  Bore x Stroke    65.5x67
Wheel base   1345mm  Pressure ratio    9.0:1
Curb weight   153kg   Maximum net power/Rotational speed 13kw/8000r/min
Load capacity   I50kg (With driver) Maximum  torque/Rotational speed 17N.m/6000r/min
Allowed maximum weight 303kg   Idling rotational speed   (1500+150)r/min
Load capacity of front axle 107kg   Working volume of Cylinder  250ml
Load capacity of rear axle 196kg   Spark plug    D8EA
Size of front tyre  110/70-17  Clarence of spark plug   (0.6-0.7)mm
Size of rear tyre   140/70-17       Air inlet valve: (0.04-0.06)mm
Maximum designed  speed 115km/h       Air outlet valve: (0.04-0.06)mm
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Main  parameters (Additional)

Model
Fuel consumption
Oil capacity
Fuel tank volume
Speed ratio transmission box
1st gear
2nd gear
3rd gear
4th gear
5th gear
6th gear
Terminal transmission ratio
Primary transitional ratio

Data
<2.91L/100km
1.2L
15.5L

3.083
2.063
1.450
1.130
0.957
0.815
3.231
3.091

Model
Fuse
Headlight
Taillight/Brake light
Front position light
Front turning signal
Rear position light
Battery
Rear turning signal
Ignition mode

Data
15A/15W
12V-35Wx2/55W
12V-0.34W/1.4W
12V-2W
12V-1.2Wx2
12V-0.34W
12V7Ah
12V-0.25Wx2
CDI electronic ignition
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Structure of motorcycle

Parts name

1. Clutch lever
2. LH rear mirror
3. Speedometer
4. Power switch
5. RH rear mirror
6. Front brake lever
7. LH handlebar
8. LH handlebar switch
9. Fuel tank lock
10. RH handlebar switch
11. Throttle grip

 2     3  4     5

        1                  6

 7 8    9    10     11
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Parts name Body

1. Headlight      1  2                      3  4   5
2. Rear-view mirror 
3. Fuel tank lock 
4. Fuel switch
5. Rear indicators
6. Rear wheel
7. Rear shock absorber
8. Engine type and factory number 
9. Gearshift pedal
10. Front shock absorber 
11. Front disc brake 
12. Front wheel

             12   11  10  8  9  7   6
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1. Muffler 
2. Rear disc brake 
3. Seat assy.
4. Rear braking pedal
5. Position of brand plate (Name plate, right side of frame)
6. Identification No.(VIN) Position (Right side of   standing tube)
7. Gulp valve

        7

     1 2  3 4 5  6
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Motor Indicator Lamp

Ref No. Parts name  Note
1.  Speed meter  Indicates running speed, unit: km/h.
2.  Odometer  Indicates total mileage.
3.  Fuel indicator  When the needle is point at F it means the fuel tank is full,  when it is pointing at the red  

    zone it means the fuel tank is low. 
4.  Gear indicator  This Indicates which gear the motorcycle is currently in.
5.  Tachometer  Indicates the rotational speed of engine (r/min).
6.  Right turning signal Indicator light flashes when turning  right.
7.  High beam  This light flashes when you turn on the high beam.
8.  Neutral indicator This light flashes when you are in neutral gear.
9.  Left turning signal Indicator light flashes when turning  left.

Warning         7   5   3  8
When indicating be sure to switch the indicator off

         9    4  2         1       6
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Gulp valvel

Functional introduction for secondary gulp valve of emission use with State III standard:
Connect air filter with air inlet tube, and then, connect air outlet tube to metal tube on the cylinder head. Connect the 
negative pressure tube of the gulp valve with the air inlet tube on engine, control the entry of air into the exhaust pipe 
through changing negative pressure in air inlet tube on the engine, decrease CO, HC, and Nox.

1. Negative pressure tube on gulp valve
2. Air inlet tube
3. Air outlet tube
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IV. Operation

Power Switch

Position Function   Note
On For parking (all circuit cut off) Key could be removed
Off For starting up and driving  Key can’t be removed
Lock For locking Steering stem Key could be removed

Warning
When in locked position, do not push the motorcycle. As the 
steering is locked and the motorcycle may loss its balance and 
cause harm to the bike and/or the person or people pushing it.

Fuel switch
1. Filling the tank with fuel
Refer to the specifications for fuel tank capacity. Place the
Vehicle on its main stand, unscrew the fuel cap and fill the 
tank with fuel.
After filling, tighten the fuel tank cap by aligning the ^ mark on 
the cap with that on the fuel tank

Caution
Use unleaded or low-lead gasoline fuel graded #90 or higher.

 

 

2. Use of the fuel valve (switch on fuel tank)

1. open 
2. closed
3. reserve

Caution
if the fuel tank valve lever is in the “open“ position quite often, 
excessive fuel will enter the carburetor and may even flow into 
the engine. If the engine is started in this condition it may cause 
sever damage to the engine. 

function

when the fuel cock is set 
to the position, the fuel 
passage is open

When the fuel line is set 
to this position the fuel 
line is closed

when the fuel cock is set 
to this position the fuel in 
reserve is being used

position

open

Closed

reserve

remarks

The fuel supply is turned 
on

the fuel supply is cut off

the fuel in reserve is used 
only after the normal fuel 
supply has run out. 
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Engine stop
1. Loosen throttle lever to decrease the rotational speed of 
engine.
2. Put the bike into neutral.
3. Turn the ignition switch to “OFF”
4. Turn the fuel valve ”OFF”

Engine run in period
For  a new vehicle,  the initial  1,000kms is the wear-in 
period. In this period, the following items should be taken into 
account:
1. Do not carry heavy goods and attempt to climb steep 

slopes. 
2. Do not exceed 50km.
3. Warm up the engine for 3-5min each time so as to 

adequately lubricate the engine before each ride.
4. For the first 500kms do not go above 50kms an hour. 

From 500-1000kms do not exceed 55kms

Warning
Do not start the engine in the room with poor ventilation or without ventilating device because carbon monoxide is very toxic. 
Do not get off the motorcycle with the engine running if noone is around to guard it.

Engine Start-UP
1. Put key in ignition switch in the position of   “    ”
2. Put the emergency stop switch in the position of  “    ”
3. Confirm neutral position (make sure the neutral 

indicator light is on).
4. Check the amount of fuel.
5. Turn the fuel valve cock to “Open”

Cold starting:
1. Raise up the choke lever on the carburetor (Tum off 

choke valve).
2. Turn throttle 1/8,-1/4 of a turn.
3. Use electric or kick starting.
4. Slightly turn throttle lever, use rotational speed of 

engine to warm the bike up.
5. when bike is warmed up, turn choke lever downward, 

completely open the choke.

Caution
Make sure the engine is in neutral when starting otherwise 
an accident may occur. When warming up the bike do not 
rev the engine. Let it idle until it gets warm.
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Right Switch Assy

(Electric starting is a little different to kick starting.)
1. Headlight switch
There are 3 positions on the headlight switch, i.e., “      “  “P   “ and “ 

.
 “ (white 

point sign)

“       “: Headlight, taillight and meter light are lit up.

“P   “: Taillight, position light and meter light are lit.

“ . “: Headlight, Taillight, position light and meter light are off.

Cation
Headlight and taillight are not lit until the motorcycle is started.

2. Electric start button (only for electric start vehicle)
Electric start button is located under headlight switch. When the emergency off switch is set to the “     “ position and the 
engine is in neutral gear. Push this button to start the engine. 

3. Emergency shut off switch.
When engine is started the emergency shut off switch is normally set to the “    “ position. In emergency situations the 
emergency off switch should be set to the “      “ position so as to shut off the power supply to the engine.

Warning
When engaging the electric start be sure to hold it in for no longer than 5 seconds at a time as a discharge can make the circuits and starter motor heat 

abnormally. If the starter motor is not starting the engine after several attempts, stop and check the oil supply and starting circuit system.

(1) Headlight switch
(2) Electric start button
(3) Emergency shut off switch

1 2 3
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Left switch assembly
 
1. Beam switch
           D position indicates that the headlight is on high beam.

           D position indicates that headlight is on low beam.

2. Indicator switch

            <--  Position indicates that the left indicator is on.
            ---> Position indicates that the right indicator is on.

3. Horn

            Push this button to get a loud sound from the horn. 

4. High beam signal switch

           Used for cutting in.

Warning
Use the indicators to change lanes and make turns. Be sure to turn the indicator off once you have made the turn.

(1) Beam Switch
(2) Indicator switch
(3) Horn
(4) High beam signal switch

1 2 3

4
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Gear shifting

Preheat engine to make it run normally.

1. When the engine is at idle speed, engage the clutch (hold the clutch lever in) and push the gearshift pedal with your foot 
to change gear. Enter the low gear (1st gear) position.

2. Gradually Increase the rotation speed of the engine while slowly releasing the clutch lever so that the bike starts to 
slowly move forward. 

3. Once the bike has reached a balanced running state, reduce the rotation speed of the engine then engage the clutch, 
then raise the gear shift pedal to the 2nd gear position. 

The same method can be used for the rest of the gears. 

       International Six-speed 

6         Reverse gear
5
4
3
2
N       Forward gear
1
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V. Matters that need attention while driving

1. Avoid unnecessary revving of the engine. 
2. Clutch friction plates wear out quickly at semi-departure running.
3. If there is insufficient power while climbing a hill change to a lower gear. 
4. No front brake only or neutral coast in high speed or downslope
5. Throttle down the engine, meanwhile, cut off clutch and then brake

Warning

1. Higher speed = longer braking distance. Please ensure that you maintain a safe distance from the vehicle in front of 
you.

2. An inexperienced driver usually uses the rear brake, which speeds up the wear of the tire and lengthens braking   
distance.

3. Lonely use of front or rear brake is dangerous, which causes slip and runaway (out of control). Carefully use brake 
system in wet or smooth road, or road turning. Sudden brake on rough or smooth road may lead to runaway (out of  
control).
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VI. Checking, adjusting and maintenance 

Checking the oil

Check oil before riding. Check oil on flat ground with side stand down. 
Remove dipstick from pouring tube and make sure that the oil is within the 
upper and lower limit lines.

Oil replacement 

Please use the special appointed Braaap oil.

Oil is important for the engine to run efficiently so be sure to check the oil regularly. Change the oil after the first 500kms.
After this change the oil every 2000kms (however it is recommended to check the oil every 1000km)

While the engine is warm/hot carefully remove the drain plug to drain the old oil.

Wash the oil screen. Once properly re-installed then pour 1.2L of new oil into the engine. When finished start the engine 
and let it idle for 2-3mins.

After this time check to see if the oil level is between the upper and lower limits. If it is to low add a little more and if there 
is to much drain it out.

Do not use different grades of oil.
Upper and lower markers   Oil gauge
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Washing the oil tank

1. Bleed engine oil completely.
2. Disassemble all of the component parts.
3. Clean all of the component parts.
4. Fill with specified oil.

Caution                                                                                                                                                   Drain Plug
This job should be done by your local service center.
When the dipstick shows that the oil level is low do not start the engine. Add more oil until it comes to the upper mark on 
the dipstick.

Checking the spark plug
1. Open the spark plug cap and use appropriate wrench to screw plugs out.
2. Clean the surface of the spark plug. If there is corrosion or excessive grit on the spark plug then replace them

.                                                                                                                                                           0.6 - 0.7mm
3. Adjust the spark plug gap to 0.6-0.7mm.
4. Please use specified spark plug.

Caution
1. Do not tighten spark plug to much or thread the rings to avoid damaging the cylinder cap. 
While the spark plug is out please ensure that no dust or contaminants get into the spark plug hole.
2. The installed spark plugs have been carefully chosen for this bike and will be suitable for most 
working ranges. If you replace the spark plug for another type, please consult with our sales 
agency first as improper selection will seriously damage the engine.

Upper and lower markers   Oil gauge
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Checking and replacing the air filter

Take out the air filter and check to see if it has any build up of dirt.                                                                             1

Disassembling - remove the right side cover, undo the screws and 
disassemble the air filter.

Replacement - every 500-1000kms check to see if there is dust/oil        2
build up on the air filter. If there is replace the air filter.

Caution

Be sure that the air filter is installed correctly. If it is install incorrectly dirt 
and other materials will do series damage to the engine. Also when     1- Air-in Nozzle
washing the bike make sure that no water leaks down into the engine.     2- Clip
If you often ride the motorcycle in a dust area be sure to replace the 
air filter regularly.
Carefully check the air filter for any cracks. If you see any cracks 
replace the air filter.
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Adjusting the Throttle Cable

1. Make sure the adjustment nut on the throttle cable is functioning correctly.
2. Check the movement of throttle turning grip is in the desired value.
3. The desired value of the throttle grip is 2-6mm. If it is out of these 
measurements please turn the nut to adjust.
                 Locknut      Adjusting nut

Warning
After adjustment, check the throttle grip. Do not increase the idle speed of engine, 
and make sure the throttle grip turns automatically to the “Close” position.

Fine tuning the carburetor

1. This motorcycle has passed the state III standard. It is already finely tuned to 
this standard.

2. Make sure the engine is hot when you tune the carburetor.

3. Ensure that the motorcycle is on flat ground, adjust the idle by turning the 
idle screw.
Idling speed is: 1500+150r/min
                    Idling screw
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Checking and adjusting the valve gap
 
Too great a valve gap will produce noise while too narrow or no gap will make it unable to close the valve and cause the 
valve ablation or even result in degradation of engine power. The valve gap must therefore be checked regularly. For State 
Standard III engine, valve has been cleaned and polished so as to ensure reasonable valve gap.

Check and adjust the valve gap while engine is cold. Proceed as follows:
1. Remove the central hole cover on the left engine cover (ignition timing 
observation hole).
2. Remove the valve cover or cylinder cap from the cylinder end.
3. Dock the T-wrench into the central hole of the engine cover, clip it onto the 
flywheel nut and turn the flywheel clockwise until the T mark on the flywheel is 
lined up with that on top of the cover. Then gently turn the rocker arm. If it is loose 
(with gap), it means the piston is on the top dead center of the compression 
stroke. The valve can be adjusted. If the rocker arm is tight, it means the piston 
is on the bottom dead center of the exhaust stroke. In this case, continue turning 
the T-wrench clockwise by 360 degrees until the line marks are aligned and then 
adjust the valve. Check the valve gap by inserting a feeler gauge into the valve 
adjusting screw and valve end. Standard valve gap: Refer to the Specifications.
4. If the adjustment is needed, unscrew the locknut of valve and adjust the 
adjusting screw till the feeler gauge inserted into the valve is resisted slightly.
5. The exhaust is discharged from the exhaust pipe of engine crankcase, but is 
charged in the  air filter through exhaust gas recycling  system.
6. The motor with negative pressure pipe plays a role  in obstructing the air in oil 
return  so as  to prevent the atmosphere from flowing back. After the adjustment, 
screw down  “locknut”  to prevent looseness, check the valve gap again and put 
the valve  cover  (or  cylinder  cap)  and two hole caps on left case  cover.

Cylinder cap
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Adjusting the clutch

Adjusting the clutch must not be done while the engine is running. 
The moving distance at the end of the clutch operation lever should be 10-
20mm. If needed, screw off the locking nut on the clutch operation cable 
and adjust the clutch lever to stipulate the moving distance.
If large-scale adjustment is needed, turn the adjusting screw rod on the 
right crankcase cover.
After adjustment, start engine, confirm clutch is working normally. if it is 
skipping or is hard to put into gear than readjust.

Adjusting the brake pedal 

When checking the disc brake system, hold the motorcycle upright with 
the side stand.
1. The free moving distance of the rear brake pedal should be 15-25mm.
2. After making the adjustment, tighten the adjustment nut.

Caution

Braking lamp should light up after checking the brake system.

Kick Stand

This motorcycle only has a side stand. 

10 - 20mm

1. Limit bolt
2. Rear brake pedal

1. Side stand
2. Rear armrest

1

1

2

2
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Front and rear disc brake maintenance 
1. Brake oil fluid.
Check to see if the brake oil level is lower than the ‘Low’ marker line (2) by observing the observation point (1) of brake 
oil master pump. If it is Below the LOW marker line, add more brake oil to make the level 3-5mm higher than this marker 
line. Make sure it doesn’t exceed the maximum level. Every time the level is lowered to approach “LOWER” marker line 
(2), check if the braking lining (pad) is worn in. If the wear extent of the braking lining does not exceed limits, check it for 
leakage and consult with the nearest service center of our company.
2. Steps and method for replacement of brake oil
Firstly, discharge existing brake oil in the system with the following steps.    1. level observation port
(1). Put the oil cylinder (on the handlebar) of master pump in horizontal    2. lower marker line
position and open the oil well cover and washer.
(2). Remove the brake caliper and put the bleeder nozzle in the lowest 
position;
(3). Unscrew the bleeder nozzle to make the brake oil flow out freely 
(4). Add 30 - 50ml of new brake oil into the oil cylinder and empty the oil cylinder after old oil cylinder does not flow out;
(5). Screw down the bleeder nozzle, wipe the brake oil off the brake caliper and mount the brake caliper on the motorcycle. 
Secondly, add new special brake oil into the oil cylinder as the following steps:
1. Slip a transparent hose on the bleeder nozzle (this hose should be closely fitted to the bleeder nozzle) and   

unscrew the bleeder nozzle through about 120 degrees;
2. Add new brake oil to the oil cylinder of master pump, make the brake oil flow out freely (do not move the handle) till no 

air bubble is in the brake oil flowing from the bleeder nozzle, and screw down the bleeder nozzle;
3. Move the handle, and repeat Step 2 till the desired effect is achieved. Finally, put the oil well washer and cover  

and tighten the screws of the oil well cover.

Caution
1. When replacement or adding oil please use authentic DOT3 or DOT4 special brake oil. 2 - Do not mix several types of 
brake oil. 3 - Do not use polluted brake oil.
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Warning
It is harmful to drink the brake oil and splash the brake oil in the eyes or on the skin. If this happens please call or go to the 
doctor immediately. If you drink it by mistake, spit it out. If it splashed in your eye or on your skin, wash the eye or skin with 
plenty of water.
3. Brake lining (pad):
The wear of the brake lining can be checked visually within the maintenance period 
by looking in the direction indicated by the double arrow (3). If the lining is worn to 
the wear limit (4), both brake linings should be replaced. Because you can not have 
any break fluid leaks, be sure to check the hose and connectors for deformation 
or breakage.

Caution
1. When replacing the brake lining, be sure to only use the OEM replacement part provided by our service center. Contact 
the braaap service center if your brakes needs maintaining or repairing.
2. Do not ride the motorcycle just after replacing the brake lining. Hold and release the brake lever and push down and 
up on the rear brake pedal several times to let the brake lining fully fit to resume normal grasping force, and to make the 
brake oil circulate all the way through. 

4. Steps and method of bleeding the brake system
(1) Master pump bleeding: Turn front wheel with RH master pump to left (contrarily for LH master pump), open the oil well 
cover and washer. Move front brake lever repeatedly to observe the air bubble on the level of brake oil till no air bubble 
rises from the level. If you fail to move the lever normally, bleed the brake system by brake caliper.
(2) Brake caliper bleeding: Slip a transparent hose on the bleeder nozzle (this hose should be closely fitted to the bleeder 
nozzle) and hold front brake lever; unscrew the bleeder nozzle about 90 degrees; discharge the brake oil for about 1-2 
seconds; tighten the bleeder nozzle; release front brake lever. Repeat the above steps till the desired effect is achieved.
Caution: when bleeding the brake system by the brake caliper, add the brake oil into the oil cylinder of master pump to 
keep the level at a certain height, and do not expose 0.5 holes (compensations holes) of master pump to the atmosphere.

4              3 
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Warning
High pressure braking is used in the disk brake system. For safety, replace oil tubes 
and brake oil at the same time.

Chain adjustment
Check for wear loss, tightness and lubricating performance of chain.
1. Stand motorcycle upright with side stand, prod the chain up and down to check 

droop within stipulated scope: 10-20mm.
2. Screw off nut on rear wheel axle and locking nut when adjustment is required, 

adjust nut, adjust the chain tightness within the stipulated scope.
3. Slightly pour lubricating oil on chain.
Marks on left and right chain adjuster are at same position with scale mark on rear fork.

Warning
Excessively loosening the chain may lead to the chain dropping off and may cause an 
accident. It may also seriously damage the engine.

Adjustment for brake switch
After the rear wheel has braked, make sure the brake light is working, in case it is not  
lighting up, adjust regulating nut.
Check brake light when its switch connected,  in case of no lighting, view brake  lamp, 
circuit, and brake  switch, replace  if required.

Caution
As for adjustment for switch of brake lamp, firstly, confirm free moving distance of brake 
assy. in stipulated scope

1

2

     1. Rear wheel axle
     2. Chain adjuster with scale mark
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Checking  of Battery
1.   Open the right side cover.                                                                    Positive terminal           Negative terminal
2.   Clear the dust and corrosion off the surface of the battery.
3.   Place the vehicle in a vertical position and check the solution 
      level to see if it is between the upper and lower limit marks. 
      If not, replenish the battery with distilled water.
4.   Replace the wire leads if their ends are corroded.

Caution
1. To remove the battery, disconnect the negative (-) terminal before the positive (+) terminal and to install it, connect the 

positive (+) terminal before the negative (-) terminal. Contact of the positive (+) terminal with the vehicle body should 
be avoided.

2. 0nce the battery is used, do not add diluted sulfuric acid into it again. Add distilled water but make sure it is not above 
limit mark, otherwise it can be overflowed to corrode the motorcycle.

3. The battery contains sulfuric acid which will cause serious physical damage if it gets onto the skin or into the eyes. In 
the case of contamination, wash the contaminated part with water for five minutes and then call or go to the doctor 
immediately.

4. Be sure that any foreign matters are kept from getting into the battery when removing or installing it.
5. Make sure the battery vent tube is always unclogged.

Replacement of Fuse
1. Set the ignition switch to the “OFF” position. Be sure to use a fuse of the specified capacity (1OA) for replacement.
2. Open the left side cover, remove the fuse retainer beside the battery and put in a new one.
3. If the new fuse gets blown immediately after it is installed, it means there is a fault in the electric system.

Warning
Avoid washing the battery with water when washing the motorcycle. Do not use the fuse exceeding specified specs, 
otherwise the circuit system will be affected badly and even the engine may be shut off or the motorcycle may be burnt out 
and the power of the engine may be lost.
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Tires
Check the tire pressure and tread depth during the periodic inspection.

Air pressure of tires
The tires will wear a lot quicker if they are not kept at the correct riding pressure. 
If the pressure is to high the ground contact area of the tire is reduced and the tire 
slippage may cause an accident. Keep the tire pressure within specified limit.
Front tire pressure: 225kPa      Rare tire pressure: 250kPa

Replacement of headlight
Rated power of each lamp is as shown in the table. Replace the blown lamp by the 
one with the same rated power. If a lamp with different rated power is used. The 
circuit system may be overloaded and the lamp may be blown

Headlight   12v  35w x 2/55w
Tail/Brake light  12v  0.34w/1.4w
Front left/right indicator 12v  0.2w/0.2w
Front position light  12v  2w
Rear position light  12v  0.34w
Rear left/Right indicator 12v  0.25w/0.25w
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Table of fastening parts
 
Ref. No. Position of fastening parts    Torque specification (N • m) 
1 Specification for engine hanging fastening parts  M8X1.25:(30~40)
       M10X1.25:(35~45) 
2 Specification for front shock absorber’s fastening parts M8X1.25:(22~32)
       M14X1.5:(65~75)
3 Specification for front brake fastening parts  M8X1.25:(35~41)
       M8X1.25:(17~23)
4 Specification for rear wheel axle fastening parts  M14xl.5:(65~75)
5 Specification for steering stem, fastening parts  M22X1: (65-75)
       M25X1: (21-26)
6 Specification     M6X1.25:(10~14)
       M8X1.25:(22~32)
7 Specification     M12X1.25(55-61)
8 Specification     M10X1.25:(35—45)
9 Specification     M8X1.25:(17~23) 
10 Specification     M14X1.25:(65~75)

Maintenance periodic table
Maintenance should follow stipulated period (Refer to table next page)
“*“ Means done by maintenance station. If you have the specialized tools, spare parts and know how, maintenance could 
be done, refer to service manual for details. 
“**” Indicates for safety purpose, done by braaap maintainer only.

Note: 
1. Frequently wash in dusty region. 
2. When odometer record higher than given highest data, maintenance period still follow stipulated mileage interval and 
repeatedly perform. 
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frequency Items    Period  Odometer km(Note 2)
       1000km  4000km  8000km  12000km 
* Circuit of fuel system      I  I  I 
* Fuel filter     C  C  C  C 
* Throttle operational system   I  I  I  I 
* Carburetor choke     I  I  I  I 
 Element of air filter  Note 1      C  C
* Spark plug     I  I  I  I 
 Valve clearance     I  I  I  I 
 Valve clearance     I  I  I  I 
 Lubricating oil     First time 500km, seceond 1000km, third 2000km, and then    
       replace each 2000km
* Oil screen   Each year R A  A  A  A 
* Tightness of timing chain  Each year R I  I  I  I 
 Idling speed of carburetor    I, L  I, L  I, L  I, L  
 Driving chain     I  I  I  I 
 Battery        I  I  I 
 Wear loss of brake pads Each month  I  I  I  I 
 Rear brake system      I  I  I 
** Soft tube of brake fluid    I  I  I  I 
** Cup of brake fluid   4 years R I  I  I  I 
** Brake fluid      
** Front brake system  2 years R     
* Light switch of rear brake    Replace each 2 years 
* Headlight dimmer     I  I  I  I 
 Clutch    1  I  I  I  I 
* Side stand       I  I  I 
* Suspension bracket    I  I  I  I 
** Nut, bolt, fastening parts    I  I  I  I 
** Aluminum/spoke wheel    I  I  I  I 
 Bearing of steering handle    I      I
Meaning of each symbol: I. Checking, washing, adjustment, lubrication, or replacement. C. Cleaning R. Replacement A. Adjustment L. Lubrication
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VII : Washing

Washing the motorcycle regularly helps prevent discoloration of the vehicle surfaces and check for damage and oil leak.

Caution
High water pressure may cause damage to the vehicle parts. Avoid flushing the following parts with high-pressure water 
when washing the vehicle:

• Wheel hub 
• Exhaust pipe
• Lower part of fuel tank and seat 
• Carburetor
• Steering lock and ignition switch
• Speedometer

1. Flush the vehicle with clean water after washing it to remove remaining dirt and prevent rusting. The plastic parts 
should be cleaned with cloth or sponge soaked with neutral cleaning detergent and then flushed with clean water.

2. Lubricate the drive chain and run the engine at idle speed after the vehicle is cleaned and allowed to dry.
3. Be sure to check the brake system several times before riding the vehicle and troubleshoot it if necessary.
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VIII: Maintenance During Stops

Storage maintenance
Prevent exposure to moisture and rain so as to avoid unnecessary damage due to long-term storage. Especially check the 
important component parts of motorcycle before storing.

1. Replace the lubricant.
2. Lubricate the drive chain.
3. Empty the fuel oil in fuel tank and carburetor, close fuel cock, fill the fuel tank with anti rust liquid and cover fuel tank 

cap. if the motorcycle is stored for over one month, the carburetor must be cleared completely of remaining fuel.

Caution
Fuel oil is combustible, therefore stop the engine on oiling and discharging, and do not smoke near oil storage or other 
position in which the fuel oil is added.

NOTE
Screw the key to “OFF” position before pushing the start arm; in addition, install the spark plug on the cap and ground it to 
prevent the ignition system from damage.

4.    Remove the battery, keep it in a shady, cool and ventilated area and recharge the battery once a month.
5.    Clean the motor cycle, coat the colored component parts with dye fixing agent, and paint the corrodible parts with rust  
       inhibiting oil.
6.    Inflate the tires according to specified pressure and then raise the tires by placing wooden pads under them so that   
       they do not touch the ground.
7.    Cover the motorcycle with the coat. 
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Returning to use

1. Remove shield textile, scrub motorcycle. replace the oil lubricants if the motorcycle has been stoed for longer than 4 
months

2. Re-install battery after charging.
3. Drain out rust preventive liquid in fuel tank and fill with new fuel.
4. Checking is required before driving, find a safe place and make test run in low speed.

IX. Electric start explanation

Motorcycle with electric start is on the basis of recoil starting, partly improved electrical parts, and then produced new type 
of motorcycle.
Starting by electricity only, selected battery of “12V7Ah”. Clutch lever switch for starting is installed on left hand grip, and 
equipped electric button on right hand grip for starting engine. When starting, turn the key to the position of “ON”, tightly 
hold clutch lever, press button of electric starting, if failed within 5 seconds, start again after several seconds.

For your use and maintenance, please refer to “schematic diagram of electric start” below
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X. Electrical schematic diagram
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